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WELCOME TO THE LIVING SHOWROOM 
SERIES, A REAL-WORLD LIGHTING JOURNEY 
WHERE YOU CAN WITNESS AESTHETICALLY 
BRILLIANT SOLUTIONS SHINING BRIGHTLY. 
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BRILLIANT LIGHTING 
SOLUTIONS LOOK 
LIKE THIS
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We hope you enjoy experiencing these examples 

of superb light in action. Think of the joy and thrill 

of Christmas lights but with the added bonus of 

sheer aesthetic brilliance! 

Lighting solutions are intended to add depth 

and dimension, light and shade, scale and drama, 

or safety and confidence to the spaces they 

illuminate. While viewing lighting solutions in a 

showroom provides an opportunity to admire 

a range of lighting alternatives, the imagination 

can only stretch so far. That’s why we’ve featured 

some of these applications in practice to give you 

a taste of the excellence in design and execution 

that we are renowned for at Mondoluce. 

Welcome to Living Showroom, a sample of our 
commissioned lighting installations to help give a 
true sense of the potential of our products, which 
can be hard to gauge in a showroom alone.

01 Arthur Head, Fremantle - City of Fremantle
02 Bayview Terrace, Claremont - Town of Claremont
03 Wembley Mini Golf - Town of Cambridge
04 Leederville Town Centre - City of VIncent
05 His Majesty’s Car Park - City of Perth
06 Supreme Court Gardens - City of Perth
07 Wellington Street, Perth - City of Perth
08 Mary Davies Library & Community Centre  
 - City of Rockingham
09 Yokine Reserve - City of Stirling
10 Florence Hummerston - City of Perth
11 Rokeby Road, Subiaco - City of Subiaco
12 Hay Street Mall - CIty of Perth
13 The Grove Precinct - Shire of Cottesloe,  
 Peppermint Grove & Mosman Park
14 Wembley Golf Course - Town of Cambridge
15 Gateway Link - Main Roads Western Australia
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FEATURE PROJECT
CLIFF LIGHTING AT
ARTHUR HEAD, FREMANTLE

The City of Fremantle engaged with the local community for ideas on 
how to best bolster community activities and give the City a dynamic, 
exuberant vibe. One suggestion, to light up the historical cliffs at the 
base of the Roundhouse, was met with resounding enthusiasm. The cliffs 
have a tunnel that links the beach with the city, and has a rich cultural 
history in the fishing industry dating back to the 1800s. Bathers Beach, 
to its south, is home to a popular sunset market every Saturday in the 
summer months, which attracts thousands of eager visitors. Lighting the 
rocky limestone cliff and Roundhouse area that form the backdrop to 
the market was instantly recognised as an excellent plan, both from an 
aesthetic and practical point of view, and the perfect complement to the 
precinct’s reputation as an artistic mecca.

LIGHTING PLAN

KLD received a request from the City of Fremantle to examine the best 
way to light up the Roundhouse area, developing an overall lighting 
master plan complete with various options, stages, implementation 
steps and budget implications. One key consideration was the desire 
to conceal the light as much as possible to allow the texture of the 
beautiful limestone rocks to truly shine. Using our iGuzzini Linealuce 
RGB LED colour technology, we sampled a series of stunning colours 
during testing that resulted in some extraordinary visuals. The public 
embraced the end result wholeheartedly with many voicing support for 
more of the same in the future. 

CLIENT 

City of Fremantle 

LIGHTING DESIGN 

KLD - Klaasen Lighting 
Design, Martin Klaasen

LIGHTING INSTALLATION 

High Speed Electrics

LOCATION 

Arthur Head Reserve 
Fremantle WA 6160

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ron Tan
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PRODUCTS USED:
iGuzzini Linealuce Compact RGBW



FEATURE PROJECT
LEEDERVILLE  
TOWN CENTRE

The Town of Vincent sought feedback from residents, businesses, 
café crawlers and Leederville lovers to formulate a plan to revitalise 
Leederville. A talented team was given the mission to transform the 
Leederville Town Centre Oxford Street Reserve into a contemporary 
urban park that embodied all of Leederville’s character and charm. This 
project was the cornerstone of the Leederville Town Centre invigoration 
and aimed to provide a welcoming ambiance to visitors of the precinct. 

LIGHTING PLAN

The project consisted of new public seating areas, a feature playground 
and urban play equipment, therefore the lighting design kept a strong 
focus on aesthetics, durability and safety. Wood & Grieve Engineers 
worked closely with our team to implement the iGuzzini Crown and  
Lun-up, which complied with relevant standards for safe movement 
while also creating an inviting atmosphere for the community to enjoy.

CLIENT 

Town of Vincent

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

Blackwell & Associates

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

Wood & Grieve Engineers

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 

Stiles Electrical 

BUILDER 

Advanteering Civil Engineers

LOCATION 

Oxford Street Leederville 
WA 6007

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ron Tan
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PRODUCTS USED:

iGuzzini Crown LED 

iGuzzini Lun-Up (no longer available)
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FEATURE PROJECT
ROKEBY ROAD,  
SUBIACO

Committed to the revitalisation of the Subiaco Town Centre, the  
City of Subiaco is embracing opportunities to increase vibrancy in the 
area. Rokeby Road’s streetscape upgrade is a perfect example, with the 
project aiming to improve the amenities, safety and overall aesthetics 
of the precinct. Main objectives of the upgrade included improving 
the median strip, addressing hazard concerns of exposed tree root 
structures, protecting trees, upgrading aged infrastructure, creating a 
pedestrian friendly environment and improving lighting in the area. 

The Rokeby Road streetscape upgrade is forecast to host a variety of 
dynamic activities in the future, such as markets, outdoor concerts, 
exhibitions and other community events.

LIGHTING PLAN: 

We suggested the iGuzzini Archilede, which was endorsed by the City’s 
landscape architects, Blackwell and Associates, and lighting engineers, 
Sage Consulting Engineers, due to its high performance optical system. 
This exciting product has the ability to create an extraordinary aesthetic 
effect by extending light under the shop awnings to deliver light onto 
the faces of the pedestrians, and is the ideal LED solution for these 
improvements. 

CLIENT 

City of Subiaco

ARCHITECT 

Blackwell & Associates

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

Sage Consulting Engineers

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 

Gilmore Electrical

LOCATION 

Rokeby Road,  
Subiaco WA 6008

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ron Tan
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PRODUCTS USED:

iGuzzini Archilede



FEATURE PROJECT
MARY DAVIES LIBRARY AND 
COMMUNITY CENTRE

The City of Rockingham’s, Mary Davies Library and Community Centre 
in Baldivis is a benchmark in community facilities, providing visitors 
with an inspiring experience for all the senses. The Centre blurs the lines 
between indoors and outdoors, tradition and technology. The building 
seamlessly integrates with nature and combines intimate restrained 
retreats and large expressive spaces in the best possible way. 

LIGHTING PLAN

A key feature of the design concept is the structural trees and 
uninterrupted timber ceilings or ‘canopies’. The design, coupled with our 
light fittings, achieve the vision of a clean, services-free ceiling by using 
the iGuzzini Le Perroquet projector up-lights to indirectly illuminate the 
large open space. Set equally around each structural tree column, these 
expressive light fittings form an integral part of the design. All light 
fittings are easily accessible for servicing, even with ceiling heights of up 
to nine metres. This design successfully reflects the vitality and growth 
of this local community whilst honouring Baldivis’ rural heritage.

CLIENT 

City of Rockingham

ARCHITECT: 

Site Architecture Studio

LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL 

SERVICES CONSULTANT 

ETC - Engineering  
Technology Consultants

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 

ADCO Electrics 

BUILDER 

PACT Construction

LOCATION 

17 Settlers Ave,  
Baldivis WA 6171

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ron Tan
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PRODUCTS USED IN THIS PROJECT:

Artemide Tagora

ELS 9525B

iGuzzini Base

iGuzzini iTeka

iGuzzini Le Perroquet

Ligman Lightsoft Bollard

Tom Dixon Base Wall Light

Tom Dixon Copper Shade



FEATURE PROJECT
BAY VIEW TERRACE 
REVITALISATION

CLIENT 

Town of Claremont

FEATURE ARCHITECTURAL 

DESIGN AND PLANNING 

AECOM Australia Pty Ltd

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

AECOM Australia Pty Ltd

LIGHTING DESIGN 

Mervin van der Linde 

LOCATION 

99 St Georges Terrace,  
Perth WA 6000

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ron Tan
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The Town of Claremont engaged AECOM to prepare the detailed design 
and documentation of a revamped Bay View Terrace between Gugeri 
Street and Stirling Highway. The project encompassed the creation of 
a shared road/pedestrian-friendly street and included tree planting, 
alfresco dining and zones to accommodate various events and social 
activities. 

LIGHTING PLAN

iGuzzini Argo Span-Wire was chosen for the road lighting complemented 
by CREE Edge (round) for the pedestrian lighting. These fittings 
substantially reduce operating costs for the council as well as carbon-
use impact on the environment. AECOM was further engaged to 
develop, design and document for the construction of a series of feature 
architectural elements throughout the street to contribute to the unique 
identity of the new space. The main feature showcased programmable 
interactive lighting and misting elements to intrigue, inspire and connect 
with visitors, and leave them with a positive, long lasting impression of 
the area.
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PRODUCTS USED:

CREE Edge Round 

iGuzzini Argo



FEATURE PROJECT
SUPREME COURT GARDENS

CLIENT 

City of Perth

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

Ecoscape Landscape 
Architects

BUILDER 

BCL Group

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 

Stiles Electrical

LOCATION 

99 St Georges Terrace,  
Perth WA 6000

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ron Tan
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The City of Perth’s Supreme Court Gardens are expansive grounds 
incorporating Stirling Gardens and Government House Gardens, the 
original Swan River wall, the Francis Burt Library and the Supreme Court 
buildings. As a prominent tourist attraction in Perth, it’s essential that 
the space provide facilities like seating, public toilets, drinking water and 
lighting to meet the needs of visitors. 

LIGHTING PLAN

We proposed iGuzzini Lavinia, an LED street luminaire with high 
performance optics that creates little to no light pollution. The addition 
of pathway lighting served a dual purpose of creating a safely lit 
area and highlighting the stunning landscaped gardens after dark. 
The updated lighting makes the Supreme Court Gardens even more 
inviting for popular events such as ‘Opera in the Park’ and ‘Carols by 
Candlelight’.
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PRODUCTS USED:

iGuzzini Lavinia



ARTHUR HEAD, FREMANTLE >

iGuzzini Linealuce Compact RGBW

LEEDERVILLE TOWN CENTRE >

iGuzzini Lun-Up (no longer available) iGuzzini Crown LED 

ROKEBY ROAD, SUBIACO >

iGuzzini Archilede



MARY DAVIES LIBRARY AND COMMUNITY CENTRE >

Artemide Tagora iGuzzini Base

iGuzzini Le Perroquet Limelight Lightsoft Bollard

iGuzzini iTeka

BAY VIEW TERRACE REVITALISATION >

CREE Edge Round iGuzzini Argo

SUPREME COURT GARDENS >

iGuzzini Lavinia



PEOPLE

People matter at Mondoluce. It’s our people who grow our business and 
determine both its success and the ultimate satisfaction of our clients. 
We don’t simply train our people, we develop and nurture them so they 
can reach their full potential. This development is not just in the key areas 
of product and application knowledge, but across a range of facets that 
contribute to a fulfilling career path. 

SERVICES

We strive to be the industry benchmark by offering outstanding 
support to our clients across the entire spectrum of our services, as 
well as products that are at the forefront of global design, innovation 
and manufacture. When a design or architectural solution is required, 
form becomes a key factor in our decision-making. When a commercial 
solution is called for, we seek to provide functional solutions that meet or 
exceed the requirements of our client. Our focus is generating solutions 
that match form and function, without compromise. 

LIGHTING APPLICATION AND DESIGN – 
FROM SPECIFICATION TO INSTALLATION

Our number one priority is to establish and nurture positive working 
relationships with the design, building and construction industry. We 
want to be your trusted lighting partner and advisor from specification 
to installation - whether that means from the concept and design stage 
at the inception of a project or providing alternative solutions midway 
through. We strive to work with your budget to achieve the best outcome. 
Here at Mondoluce, we pride ourselves on offering value added lighting 
options that respect and adheres to the existing plan when approached at 
the construction and supply stage, so the project is never compromised 
and is completed to its full potential. We consider our collaborative, 
interactive and flexible approach to a project to be of the highest 
standard of service in our industry. 

DIVERSITY

Lighting plays a vital role in bringing aesthetic beauty or strategic 
functionality to a space. It adds depth and dimension, light and shade, 
and safety and confidence to workplaces, public areas and entertainment 
venues. Together with Metalight and Mialuce, we are passionate about 
the diverse role that lighting plays. We look forward to providing you 
with highly functional and aesthetically brilliant solutions across a range 
of architectural, commercial, industrial and mining applications.

mondoluce.com.au

Our vision at Mondoluce is to 
provide unsurpassed quality, 
reliability and value to our clients 
by offering superior products 
and expert service. Our goal is 
twofold – to be the best lighting 
provider in the market, and to 
provide the best experience 
and outcome for our clients. We 
want to work with you to create 
the finest aesthetic, creative, 
innovative, sustainable and 
functional lighting solution for 
your business.

AT MONDOLUCE, OUR PASSION 
FOR LIGHT SHINES THROUGH OUR 
QUALITY SERVICE AND PRODUCTS.
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Mondoluce Headquarters, Malaga
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Malaga Office:
10 Weir road
Malaga WA 6090

T 08 9321 0101
lighting@mondoluce.com.au
mondoluce.com.au

mondoluce_WA
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